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Once Superb Company emerged, high-pitched shrieks were heard from the
crowd. Amidst the shrieks, a company which was as fierce as a tiger appeared
before everyone while shouting their slogan in unison.

“One, two, one. One, two, one. One, two, three, four. One, two, three, four!”

Superb Company appeared in military uniforms that were different from everyone
else’s, making an imposing appearance while astonishing all the audience upon
their emergence.

Superb Company was not arrogant nor rash. They carried themselves in a calm
and collected manner, as if they were unfazed by the shrieks of the audiences.
Even Stanley, who was normally frivolous, put on an unusually serious behavior.

After all, two of his uncles were sitting on the stage.

Sophia wore a stern expression as well, looking extremely serious.

Superb Company was indeed different from other companies—even their forward
march looked extraordinary. After all, this was a company personally trained by
Michael himself. From their formation to their postures, it was obvious that their
skills greatly surpassed the other companies’, causing the crowd to intermittently
scream for them in amazement.

Taylor even took some photos with his phone!



Everyone tried hard to look at the faces of the members of the Four Great
Families so that they would know who to get along with in the university if they
aimed to build connections with the members of higher social statuses. However,
all the faces of the students from Superb Company were covered with thick
layers of oil paint, as if their faces were pixelated, causing the audience to feel
anxious as they were unable to recognize their faces.

Xyla was also eagerly observing Superb Company while subconsciously looking
for Sophia’s figure among them. However, there wasn’t anyone who looked like
her in Superb Company, so she thought that she was overthinking it.

Sophia beat Faye up to the point that she needed to be sent out of the barrack
overnight for emergency treatment. Therefore, it should be difficult for her to even
participate in the military training, let alone enter Superb Company!

Xyla was actually in the midst of frustration as she had lost the chance to
become the host of the military training. On top of that, during their military
parade earlier, they had an idiot in their company who failed to contain her
excitement and marched toward the stage when they were marching. The
woman was then pinned down and dragged away by the army of the special
forces on the spot, which caused their company to be affected as well, making
them a laughing stock. Therefore, their overall score for their group would surely
be low.

Their company instructor’s expression had been gloomy since their performance
ended, for judging from their current situation, it would be impossible to have a
meal with the General now!

If the group score was too low, their individual score wouldn’t be high as well.
Hence, everyone from their company could just forget about having a meal with
their idols. After the military parade ended, everyone in the company cried.

The military parade of Superb Company continued on. They had an extra
performance, which was the military combat skills demonstration. This was
merely a performance without any practical combat value. However, they put on



a stunning show. When a command was given, Superb Company spread out,
and the first and third line turned backward.

Sophia turned backward and saw Stanley, who was extremely excited as he
quietly exclaimed, “He’s looking in this direction! My uncles are looking in this
direction! Ah! I’m so excited now. Sophia, you need to perform well later. Whether
or not I’m able to have a meal with them depends on you!”

Unfortunately, Sophia’s back was facing the stage, so she couldn’t see Michael,
and she had no idea whether he was looking at her.

Of course Michael was looking at his young wife! Otherwise, why would he be
here?!

My little wife looks stunning! And the way she looks when she’s marching is just
so adorable! Even if it’s the back of her head that is facing me now, that too looks
incomparably cute! She’s really my most adorable cutie-pie in the whole
universe!

At the sound of the whistle, the members of Superb Company got into pairs.
Each pair took their position and made a loud, energetic roar. “Ha!”

Whenever the whistle was blown, they had to make a set of movements, and
there were a total of eight sets of movements which consisted of ordinary combat
skills. However, they had to throw their partners on the ground, and the latter
would have to fall on the ground for real without any fake movements.

Sophia and Stanley threw each other on the ground four times. As they had been
practicing these sets of movements every day, their movements were consistent,
uniformed, and powerful.

They had been practicing the same movements for so many times that they were
so sick of them. Therefore, the movements came to them naturally, and they
performed them without the slightest anxiousness. However, the other students



were awestruck by their movements. Every set of movements induced their wild
screaming and cheering.

They are the members of the Four Great Families which consists of the Fletcher
Family and the others! They are truly handsome and stunning!

After performing the eight sets of movements, the company members returned to
their initial formation and left in uniform steps, ending the military parade today.

They had also perfectly marked the end for the military training ceremony that
had been going on for the past few days.

Superb Company’s formation was not broken even after they had left the site and
jogged away.

Due to the fact that the members of Superb Company had extraordinary
identities, they would be surrounded by students if they stayed behind.
Therefore, they left in advance.

After watching the military parade by Superb Company, Michael and Ethan left
the place under the escorts of the special forces, while Joel stayed behind in the
military training ground as he needed to wrap up the event.

After Superb Company and the idols had left, the training ground seemed empty,
and the scene was filled with sobs.

Firstly, they were sobbing because their idols had left, and the second reason
was that Superb Company was too impressive, which made all other companies
on the scene feel ashamed of their own performances. The Best Company award
this year would certainly belong to Superb Company, and the rest of us can just
forget about it!

The host saved everyone’s dejected spirit with a brilliant line. “Are you guys
staggered after watching the performance by Superb Company? I’m going to tell
everyone some good news…”



Good news? What kind of good news could there be now? Everyone waited for
the news attentively.

The host’s eyes darted around before she excitedly announced, “The General
just said that he is sick of eating together with Superb Company as he has been
eating with them too many times. Therefore, Superb Company is not joining the
group scoring this time around!”

Hearing that, everyone rejoiced, and their confidence was suddenly boosted.

On the other hand, when Superb Company left, Stanley was like a happy little
bird, chattering noisily along the way, “Arghhh! Sophia, I think that my
performance earlier was just too handsome! It was just perfect! My uncles’ gazes
were completely fixed on me. The Best Individual award must be mine! I’m going
to have a meal together with my uncles!”

Sophia rolled her eyes at him and rebuked mercilessly, “Aren’t you always eating
together with your uncles? Why are you so excited for this?”

“You are really clueless, aren’t you? Having a meal together with them on normal
days is nothing special. But this time, the meal we are going to have with them
won’t be just an ordinary meal; it is a special honor! Do you understand?” Stanley
explained.

Sophia mumbled, “Aren’t those the same… I think that my performance just now
was not bad as well. Maybe I can get the Best Individual award and incidentally
have a meal together with your uncles.”

Stanley laid out her dark history, objecting her statement. “What? Haha, you?
The person who dragged down your teammate’s progress during trail running
and had a fight in the barrack, causing a person to have a severe nosebleed to
the point that she had to be sent to the hospital overnight for emergency
treatment? You should consider yourself lucky to be able to even pass! Stop
dreaming!”



Sophia, who had taken a blow due to his words, felt mad and stopped talking.
She thought to herself, Not only am I able to dine with your uncle, I can even kiss
him and sleep with him; I’m going to make love to him in the future too! But can
you? Can you? Can you? Well, you can’t! She was roaring inwardly.

After Michael had left the site, he immediately posted the high-definition photo of
Sophia that he took when she was marching in the military parade on his IG with
the caption—‘My cutie-pie.’

After a while, he received a bunch of heartless mockery.

Harry commented, ‘Pedophiles like you will be condemned by God!’

Daniel commented, ‘I have a dozen cutie-pies of this kind here. Boss, how many
do you want? I can give you a 20% discount.’

Hale commented, ‘Nice photo.’

Gemma commented, ‘I agree with Hale.’


